In any exploslve device, the chemical reaction of the explosive takes place in a thin zone lust behind the shock front.
The flnlte size of the reaction zone is responsible foe: *he pressure gerierateclby the explosive being legs near the boundaries, fOr the detonation velocity being iower near a boundary than away from lt, and for the detonation velocity beingl~~er for a dlvergent+~a;e than for a plane wave. computer models . are used for engineering design calculations, the simplest treatment of the exploslve reaction zone 1s to ignore It completely.
Moat When the radl!is of curvature of the detonation shock Is large cunpared to the reaction-zone length, the calculation of the two-dimensional reaction zone can be reduced tc a sequence of one-dlme;ls!onal problems. 
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The variable < 1s equivalent to time, and labels a particular shock surface. 
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For the problems we consider in this brief review paper, and ( The klnematlc candltlon 1s applled aloniz (l), boundary conditions are applled at (2) and the reactlonzone dynamics describes the flow along (3). To leading order, the reaction zone 1s insulated fran rarefactions from the rear. 
